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I compiled this document when looking into the game Dogboy by St. Bride’s School. It
also covers several associated text adventure games republished by GI Games, Zenobi
Software and the Northern Underground, around which there is often some confusion
regarding the timeline of publication.
This is a work in progress… with many unresolved issues… if you have any information or
sources to add then please get in touch!
-------Dogboy is a curious entry in the Spectrum online archives. It’s listed as being a Quilled
game published in 1985, as shown in the WOS entry below…

However, on examination of the game files given (both the GI Games and Zenobi
versions) it appears that the game was written using (some version of) the Professional
Adventure Writer, not the Quill. The Professional Adventure Writer wasn’t commercially
released until 1986. It’s possible that St. Bride’s had access to an early version (after all
they did have access to a four word parser variant of Gilsoft’s the Quill, which they used
to make Bugsy), and the 1985 date still stands, but there is no source online anywhere (as
far as I can see) for the 1985 date.
Dogboy is certainly hugely different to St. Bride’s other 1985 games, ‘The Secret of St.
Bride’s’ and ‘The Snow Queen’. It’s hard to see how the version that listed as Dogboy
(1985) on the archive sites is a contemporary of those games.

The Secret of St. Bride’s & the Snow Queen above and Dogboy below… Are we really
saying they were created and published in the same year? If 1985 is attached to Dogboy
for a reason, then there must’ve been an earlier version of the game!

There is certainly no mention of ‘Dogboy’ in the December 1987 issue of Your Computer
which profiles the company, the game’s they’ve released so far and the forthcoming
White Feather Cloak (based on another of Marc Peirson’s poems) and the deliberately
controversial Jack the Ripper.

The earliest date that the game seems to show up anywhere, as far as I’ve found so far, is
late 1987 /1988 when it appears under the guise of “King”.
Here’s the most detailed reference to King by St. Brides in Mike Gerrard’s Adventure
Trail, Your Sinclair, Issue 36, December 1988…

“King” and “Dogboy” certainly share the same plot!
From the Zenobi information sheet for the game…

Going back to Mike’s article… Mediagenic had two existing labels Electric Dreams and
Activision. It’s hard to see what this new label added, if it was indeed connected.

Destiny Software’s mooted first set of releases certainly spanned the genres, a fact that is
noted in Crash issue 50, March 1988…

The even earlier mention in Your Sinclair, December 1987, also promises a game by the
legendary Mike Singleton…

According to the online archive sites, only Yeti (Veri, as mentioned above!), a game called
Teladon and Diamond made it onto store shelves. The other titles listed under the
imprint are deemed “missing in action”, despite the odd one getting a review.
There seems to be no trace of this Destiny release of “King”, under either the name King
or Dogboy. Give Mike Gerrard’s Your Sinclair comments perhaps Dogboy started its life as
a Quilled adventure for another publisher then got moved across to a PAWed game…?

Marc Peirson’s official biography, on his agent’s webpage, does mention his poetry ‘The
White Feather Cloak’ and ‘King’ inspiring (the St. Bride’s) computer adventure games…

StooB on the Spectrum Computing forums referenced this biography and points out,
“The connection with Destiny Software is that King was bought by "the Bertelsman
group" - better known to us [in the Spectrum community] as Ariolasoft.”
He continues: “Francis Lee started a label called Starlight Software which was marketed
through Ariolasoft in late 1986 after leaving Beyond (where he worked with Marc
Peirson). This label was reportedly planning to release St Brides' "The White Feather
Cloak", also based on a poem by Peirson, which never happened as Ariolasoft pulled out
of the UK market.
Lee started a new label with Activision called Destiny Software in November 1987, which
disappeared by the end of 1988 after failing to release "The Bobby Yazz Show".
It's not too much of a stretch to assume that Francis Lee was behind the St
Brides/Ariolasoft/Starlight deal and took the deal with him to Destiny.”

Seemingly not released by Destiny, King/Dogboy seems to disappear from the scene until
it is published as a group of St. Bride’s re-releases by Gordon Inglis’ GI GAMES in 1991.
A news piece from Red Herring fanzine, issue 2 (December 1991)

The advert in question…

Gordon Inglis was an active member of the Spectrum adventuring scene… first as a
reseller through his main Sandven Ltd company…

(advert from July 1989, Gordon stopped this service at the end of the year)
Then, he ran a service where he would buy and sell old games…

(Adventure Probe, August 1990)
…and a Spectrum PD library (which was passed on to Tim Kemp of From Beyond to run)…

…before later publishing (and republishing) Spectrum games through GI Games.
Under his GI Games label he secured the rights to republish titles from Walter Pooley,
Delta 4 and 8th Day and also St. Bride’s games such as Jack the Ripper.
(He also ran a record shop in Edinburgh. See…
http://www.britishrecordshoparchive.org/gi-records.html)

Eventually GI Games got in the way of his other ventures, as mentioned in this article
from Red Herring issue 4 (April 1992)

And later that issue…

Zenobi’s flyers from the time reference the licensing arrangement…

Zenobi Software eventually went on to come to arrangement to publish the games under
the Zenobi banner itself, without the references to GI Games, as mentioned in the August
1992 Zenobi newsletter…

Just to add to the confusion, there’s this twist in the tale from Red Herring 6 (August
1992)… the (extremely) shortlived company The Northern Underground also came to an
arrangement to distribute the GI Games titles…! The reviews in that issue of the
associated games are very confusing.

Despite promising large royalty fees to authors, the Northern Underground didn’t last
long… Zenobi on the other hand still continued to sell their “GI Games” until they closed
in 1997.
As for Gordon himself? After the closure of his records business, Gordon’s last
commercial venture seems to have been an antiques shop. Here’s his letter to the The
Scotsman Newspaper from 3rd April 2009…

And St. Bride’s? You need to read the Owen Williams piece to learn about them…
https://flexiblehead.blog/2014/02/16/st-brides-school/

